
Flowing  water,  fabric,  things  falling,  and  even  a  bouncing  ball  can  be  difficult  to
animate realistically using techniques we have already discussed. This is where Blender's
Bullet physics  engine becomes useful.  Bullet  is  also  used to create dynamics  in the
game engine,  which  will  be  discussed in  a  later  chapter.  Bullet  has  been  used in
Hollywood blockbuster movies to simulate buildings and debris falling and I expect to
see it used more often, along with Blender, in the future. In this chapter, we will examine
some of the basic features of Blender physics.

Here  are  some of  the  basic  options  in
the physics panel:

Force Field: Force fields can be tied to any object and act like forces, wind, turbulence,
and many other types of forces. Wind on an Empty is great for reactions to fabric and
particles object physics effects.
Collision: Important for dynamic physics events. For example, if you want to control how
particles interact with something like a floor (bounce, slide, or stick), you would place a
collision effect on the floor. Also works with Cloth and Soft Body physics.
Cloth: As the name suggests, used to turn a mesh into a fabric. There are presets for
various types of materials.
Dynamic Paint: Dynamic paint  allows you to use meshes and particles as "brushes" to
paint on other objects. The paint effect can be animated.
Soft Body: One of the oldest physics effects,  Soft Bodies are used to simulate fabric,
“jello”, and water effects. Anything that requires a mesh to “flex” along it's mesh joint
points and edges can benefit from Soft Body physics.
Fluid: Flowing water can be simulated in the physics panel. Set objects as a domain,
inflow, outflow, obstacle, or fluid to create a realistic-looking fluid animation.
Smoke: As the name implies, set up a dynamic smoke simulation.
Rigid Body: This  is  where you can set  up a dynamic interactive scene with objects
falling, bouncing, and reacting with one another. Create a falling brick wall, bouncing
ball, and domino chains. Build a Rube Goldberg invention or a better mousetrap.
Rigid Body Constraints: Create limit constraints on your rigid body objects, like hinges,
pistons, springs, sliders, and rotational motors.
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RoboDude Asks: How do I remove a physics 
effect?
You will notice that when you add a physics 
effect, an “X”will appear on the button. Just 
click the “X” to remove the effect. You will also 
notice that you can add multiple effects to an 
object.
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Creating Fabric and Fluid Effects with Interactions
Soft Bodies was one of Blender's first simulation features after Particles. Soft Bodies are
used to simulate fabric, “jello”, and water. While Soft Bodies still has a place in Blender
for  many effects,  most  people  are  just  looking for  a  good fabric  (cloth)  simulation.
Blender has pulled the fabric effects out of Soft Bodies and developed them into their
own physics modifier. 

Creating Cloth Effects
We'll start with a simple scene of a plane placed above
a UV Sphere. Scale the plane up about twice the original
size and subdivide it 4 times. We will “pin” 2 corners of this
plane and have it drop down over the sphere like a flag.

 Our  next
step is to create a  Vertex  Group (like we
did in the Particles chapter) in the  Object
Data panel.  With  all  vertices  selected,
“Assign” a weight of Zero. Then, select only
the 2 corner vertices and “Assign” a weight
of  1.00 to them. These will be the 2 pinned
corners we will use shortly. Return to Object
Mode.  Now  select  the Sphere and  add

“Collision” to it in the Physics panel. 

In the  Physics panel, add a  Cloth effect to the
Plane.  Without any vertex groups, the cloth will
fall and react with the sphere well (has Collision
on it) when you press “Alt-A” or the Play button
in  the  bottom  timeline  window.  I've  also  used
“Smooth” from the Tool Shelf for both objects. 

You can also use groups  as  before
by checking the “Pinning” box and
choosing the  vertex group. You can
also select various material types to
simulate under “Cloth Presets”. There
are several other setting that can be
adjusted  for  obtaining  that  perfect
fabric. 
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RoboDude Asks: Why does the 
animation play so slowly?
Calculating physics can be intense. Let 
it play through once to bake the data. 
It should play faster the next time 
through.



For this exercise, you can choose to either
use Soft Bodies or  Cloth physics to make a
flag. Start by adding a plane and rotating
it to face the front view.  Scale it to match
an  appropriate  size  for  a  flag  and
Subdivide it a few times to give it enough
vertices to flex well. Set the plane  Smooth
in the Tool Shelf. Add a Vertex Group in the
Object  Data panel  as  discussed  in  the
chapter. 

Apply  physics  to  the  plane  as
discussed  before  and  adjust  it  to
get a good effect. You may want
to  turn  on “Self-Collision”.  Add an
Empty to your scene and apply a
“Wind Force Field” to it. Adjust the
Strength setting  to  get  a  good
billowing flag effect. You may need
a high strength number (hundreds)
with a cloth simulation. 

Add other details to your scene like a world background, a flagpole and anything else
you wish. Animate a short 200 frame movie when finished. 

** Call the instructor when finished**

A Waving Flag
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Creating Fluid Effects
Blender  fluids  have received a lot  of  attention in in recent  versions.   You have the
possibility of creating realistic fluid effects with these basic setting.

With an object selected and Fluids enabled in the Physics panel, you can set it as one
of the following fluid object types (by order of importance):

Domain: Needed  to  contain  all  fluid  physics.  All  fluid
simulations must occur within the domain.
Fluid: An actual  object that represents  the volume of the
fluid.
Obstacle: An object that the water can react with.
Inflow: An object that acts like water flowing into the scene
(like a faucet. Used in place of the Fluid. 
Outflow: An object that acts as a drain.
Particle: Allows fluids to works as particles. More work in this
are coming in future releases. 
Control: Adds additional control over fluid effects.

We  will  be  discussing  the  basics  in  this  chapter.  For  more  details,  see  the  Blender
documentation at www.blender.org. 

A Simple Splash:
Our  fist  example  will  just  contain  a  Domain and  a  Fluid.  The
scene shown contains just a  Cube,  scaled up about twice it's
original size, as the Domain and a Sphere that will represent the
Fluid. The larger the sphere, the more fluid the scene will contain.
It is important the the sphere is completely inside the cube. 

With the sphere selected, make it be the Fluid in the simulation.
You will see a few options including the ability to give it an initial
velocity,  rather  than  just  dropping  due to  gravity.  -Z  will  flow
down.

Now select the cube and make it the Domain. Remember that
the domain contains the simulation and controls the baking of
the simulation.  Don't  be concerned if  the cube turns  into a
small  blob due to previously cached baking. This will  correct
itself when you hit Bake. You can control render quality and
time length in the domain. You can even specify a specific
folder to save the baking into so it can be referenced later.
Also, after baking, the cube is now represented by the starting
fluid.  When everything is set, hit the “Bake” button and wait.
You can watch the status of your baking in the top program
bar or hit “X” to cancel it.
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During the Bake, you will see a status bar at the top
of  the screen.  You may also  need to  delete  files
from the  /tmp\ folder where the bake is saved to
get it to work properly. When finished, hit “Alt-A” to
see your animation.  To improve the appearance,
hit  “Smooth”  in  the  Tool  Shelf and  apply  a
“Subdivision  Surface”  modifier.  You  can  also
experiment with the time setting in the Domain. 

This  time,  we  will  create  a  scene  that  uses  an
Obstacle and an Inflow instead of a  Fluid. Start by
creating a Blender scene similar to the below. The cube has been scaled up about 3
times it's original size and used as the Domain, an angled plane to act as an Obstacle,

and a small sphere that will act as
the  Inflow.  In  the  Physics  panel,
the 3 objects have been set up to
reflect  these  items  with  special
attention to the following:

Sphere- Inflow Object:
Give it an Inflow Velocity to make
it flow into the scene. I used a Z of
-1.000.

Plane: Obstacle Object:
Experiment  with  the  Slip  Type  for  a  desired
effect. This adjust how much fluid slips on the
object.  I  chose  No  Slip.  Select  the  Domain

Cube and  Bake your
animation.  Remember
to watch the status bar
at  the  top  of  the
screen.  It  may  take  a
while to bake.

Animating fluids can be time consuming, but
with  practice  and  experimenting,  you  can
achieve some nice result.
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Creating Volume Smoke
Volume smoke physics has seen improvements over the past few versions. With that
being said, it is still worth an introductory discussion in this edition. You can find some
nice  tutorials  and  sample  videos  on  the  internet  and the  feature  will  probably  be
updated before anyone gets to this chapter of the book, but here it is:

Volumetric smoke works similar to fluids where you create a  Domain and an  Emitter
(Flow). In order to generate the smoke particles, you also need to add a Particle system
and add materials and textures. 

To start, we'll set up a new scene with a cube scaled to about 5
times the original size. Remember, all smoke that is created will
not extend beyond the cube domain so it needs to be large
enough for your scene.  It  has also been recommended that
you do not go into Edit mode and alter the vertices of the cube
because of calculation issues. Next add a Plane and place it to
the bottom of the cube as the Flow. Make sure it is completely
inside the cube! Any mesh will work for the flow, but we'll work
with a plane for now. 

The  smoke simulation  can  now  either  use  the  mesh
(plane) to generate the smoke or particles. We will use
the simpler default of the mesh, but particles could be
used for more flexibility. 

Time to work on the smoke physics. With the plane still
selected, add Smoke Physics to it in the Physics panel
and select “Flow”. You will see blocks for Flow Source.
Make sure it is set to Mesh. 

Now select the  cube and enable  Smoke Physics for it.
Choose  “Domain”  for  it's  property  option.  We're  now
ready to take a look at our results by pressing “Alt-A” or

the play button at the bottom of
the  screen.  It  will  probably  run
through slowly, but you should see
building  smoke  in  the  viewport
window.  If  you  try  to  render  a
picture  at  this  point,  all  you  will
see  is  the  cube  and  not  the
smoke. We'll fix that next. 
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RoboDude Asks: What can I do with smoke?
As long as everything stays within the domain, you can move the flow object and 
even add a wind force!



In  order  to  get  a  nice  render,  we  need  to  do  some
Material and  Texture work  on  the  Cube (Internal
Renderer). With the cube selected, add a Material, set it
to Volume (we're filling the cube- not putting the material
on the surface), and set the Density to 0.000.

With  the cube still  selected,  go to
the  Texture panel  and  add  a
texture. Change the Type to “Voxel
Data”,  the  Domain  Object to
“Cube”  (this  object),  and  Density
under Influence checked and left at 1.000.

In order to animate your smoke scene,
you need to  Bake the data. With the
cube  still  selected,  go  back  to  the
physics panel and look at the settings in
the Smoke Cache panel.  You can set
the frame start and end for the length.
Finally, hit “Bake” and let it run. When
finished, you can create an animation
using the same techniques we have in
past  chapters.  If  this  panel  is  grayed
out,  it  is  because  you  haven't  saved
this file yet! Save the Blender file, then
these setting should now be available. 

As  with  all  other  features  we've
covered,  there  are  many  other
possible  setting  that  can  be
experimented  with.  For  example,
particle settings can be adjusted in
order  to  change  density.  You  can
also adjust the quality of the smoke
resolution and field weights. Need a
fire ball effect? Try child-parenting a
sphere  to  your  fire  ball  and  use  a
smoke  system  for  a  nicer  effect.
Remember,  just  like  water,  all  work
must occur inside the domain. 
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Dynamic Paint Basics
Dynamic  Paint  is  relatively  new  to
Blender  providing  some  interesting
effects.  It  can  be  used  to  paint  an
object  in  animations  using  other
objects or particles as brushes. For this
example,  we  will  create  a  simple
scene with a Plane and a UV Sphere.
The  UV  Sphere  has  been  animated
across the plane. Subdivide the Plane
4-5 times so we have some detail to
paint.

In the  Physics panel  under  Dynamic Paint with the
Plane selected, choose Canvas-Add Canvas. For the
Sphere, add a Dynamic Paint Brush-Add Brush.

Make sure you are painting with a Blue color under the
Sphere's brush settings. 

By Pressing “Alt-A' or the play button in the bottom time
line, you should be able to see a line painted across
the plane.

 
You  won't  be  able  to  see  the  effect  in  a
rendered view yet and it would be beneficial
to  Bake the  animation.  Save  the  file,  then
select the Plane. In the Dynamic Paint Cache
panel, select Bake. 

In order to see the effect in a rendered view, go to the
Dynamic  Paint  Output
panel and press the “+”
by  the  Paintmap and
Wetmap layers.

Finally, add a Material to the plane, go down to the
Options panel  and turn on  Vertex Color  Paint.  You
should now see an animated, rendered view of the
paint effect. 
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Let’s  make a new Blender  file and call  it  “Splash”.  Start  by
deleting the initial cube in the top view and adding a C  ircle.
Set the circle settings to 15 vertices and click the “Fill Type” -
“Triangle Fan”. We will be making a small cup using this circle
and keeping the mesh simple will help with the fluid physics.

Switch  to  a  front  view and  begin  extruding  and
scaling the circle to shape a simple cup. When you
reach  the  top,  scale  the  vertices  inward  and
shape the interior of the cup. Again, keep the cup
simple  so  our  fluids  simulation  remains  relatively
manageable. After you model the cup, go to the
Modifiers  panel and  add  a  Subdivision  Surface
modifier, also hit “Smooth” in the Tool Shelf. 

Now it’s time to add a cube and scale it to
4.00 units using the “N” key. Center the cube
up around the cup. After adding the cube,
add another UV Sphere and place it above
the cup, but still within the cube. Remember,
all animation must remain within the domain
(cube).  Check  all  views  to  make  sure  the
sphere is contained in the cube and over the
cup. 

Before  we  animate,  go  to  the  Render panel  and  change  the  End  Frames of  the
animation from 250 to 70. Now, go to the Physics panel and enable Fluids. Set the Cup
as an Obstacle, the Sphere as the Fluid, and the Cube as the Domain. With the cube
selected,  press  the  “Bake”  button  and  wait  for  the  animation  to  calculate.  After
calculations, press “Alt-A” to check the animation. If it doesn’t work well, hit “Ctrl-Z” to
get back to the point where you see the cube again and experiment with some of your
settings. If everything worked well, add some nice materials to your objects. Place the
sphere into an unused layer (M key) and Subdivision Surface the water.

** Call the instructor when
finished**

Making a Splash With Fluids
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Realistic Object Interactions in Real-Time and Animations
At one time, all  physics interactions had to be accessed from the game engine in
Blender. If you wanted to use the physics interactions in an animation, you had to run
the game engine while you recorded the motion, then go back to the render engine
and finish all work with the animation. You can still do that, but many of the interaction
physics have now been activated in the render engine for easier work. While we will
discuss the basics of object interactions here, we will still discuss the options in the game
engine chapter. 

Rigid Body Objects:
For our example, I have set up a simple scene with a Plane, Cube, and Sphere. The
Plane will represent a passive, static ground with the Cube and Sphere set above the
Plane  and  both  set  as
active,  rigid  body  actors
that  will  fall  down  and
interact with each other and
the plane. Add a Rigid Body
physics  modifier  to  each
object. 

For  each  Rigid  Body  Type,
select “Active” for the Cube
and Sphere (make sure the
“Dynamic”  option  is
checked) and “Passive”  for
the  Plane.  If  you  do  not
make the plane Passive, the
objects  will  fall  through  the
plane,  ignoring  it
completely.  Press the play button at the bottom of the screen to test your physics. All
objects should react.

In  order  to  adjust  your  reactions,  you  will  notice
some settings in the Rigid Body Collisions panel. 

Mass: The  mass  of  objects  affect  how  they  react
with one another, like real life.
Shape: This  determine  the  bounds  of  the  object.
Convex  Hull and  Mesh will  give  you  the  most
accurate results, but may slow animations.
Friction: How much things slide against one another. 
Collision Margin: Add a boundary around an object
to help prevent objects passing through each other.
Bounciness: Adds  an  elasticity  to  objects,  like  a
bouncing  ball.  Bounciness  must  be  set  on  both
interacting objects to work (ball and plane). 
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Rube  Goldberg  was  an  engineer  and  cartoonist
that was best known for his imaginative drawings of
elaborate  machines  that  were  designed  to  do
simple tasks. 

For  this  activity,  you  will  create  your  own
action/reaction system using Blender rigid body
actors. Create a new Blender file called “Rube
Goldberg Physics”.

Research YouTube for “Blender Physics” or “Bender Rube Goldberg” for examples of
what  can be done. Your  project  should consist  of  at  least  one ball,  one “domino”
effect,  one  ramp effect,  and some kind  of  tower.  After  creating  your  scene,  add
appropriate materials, textures, lighting, and camera
motion.  Remember  to  experiment  with  the  collision
settings  of  mass,  friction,,  bounciness,and  shape.
Create  a  250  frame  movie  of  your  project  when
finished. 

Note: If you want to create more than 250 frame, you
will  need to go to the  Scene property buttons and
increase the Rigid Body Cache end frame.

Challenge Task:
Try using animated objects that interact in your scene or Rigid
Body Constraints to make a lever! 

To create a lever from a cube, scale x,y,z, keeping the pivot
point in the center of the lever. Make a cube stand for the
lever to rest upon. Set the stand as a  Passive rigid body and
the lever  as  an  Active rigid body.  Add a  Hinge Rigid Body
Constraint to the lever. You will  need to link the lever to the

stand.  Note the names of  your  meshes.  For  “Object  1”,  select  the  Stand mesh.  For
“Object  2”,  select  the  Lever
mesh.  Test  your  system  and
adjust as needed. 

** Call the instructor when
finished**

Challenge Task: Rube Goldberg Invention
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Chapter 19 Reflection and Wrap-up:

The Bullet Physics Engine

You have had some basics  experiences  in using  the powerful  Bullet
physic engine in Blender to do some simple tasks. Take a few moments
to reflect on your experiences.

1. We used the cloth physics to create a simple flowing flag. How else could you
possibly use this effect in an animation? Explain your answer and how you would
set up the effect.

2. How did your fluid simulation model turn out? Working with fluid obstacles can be
difficult, requiring some fine-tuning in the settings. Research the internet to find
some examples of how other people have had success with fluids. What did you
find out? Explain.

3. Movies like  2012 used the Bullet engine to make realistic objects falling in the
scenes. Not only are objects set to rigid bodies, but particles effects are added
to simulate dust,  smoke,  etc.  Look for  movie physics  effect  on YouTube.  Pay
close attention to special effects. What have you learned so far that could help
you create some of these scenes? Explain.

4. Research the internet for examples where Blender physics have been used. What
future projects do you think you would like to try to create using physics?
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